Abstract: A definition for the entanglement entropy in both Abelian and non-Abelian gauge theories has been given in the literature, based on an extended Hilbert space construction. The result can be expressed as a sum of two terms, a classical term and a quantum term. It has been argued that only the quantum term is extractable through the processes of quantum distillation and dilution. Here we consider gauge theories in the continuum limit and argue that quite generically, the classical piece is dominated by modes with very high momentum, of order the cut-off, in the direction normal to the entangling surface. As a result, we find that the classical term does not contribute to the relative entropy or the mutual information, in the continuum limit, for states which only carry a finite amount of energy above the ground state. We extend these considerations for p-form theories, and also discuss some aspects pertaining to electric-magnetic duality.
Introduction
Entanglement entropy is an important way to quantify quantum correlations in a system. For gauge theories, the definition of entanglement entropy turns out to be subtle. Physically, this is because there are non-local excitations in the system -for example, loops of electric or magnetic flux created by Wilson or 't Hooft loop operators, which can cut across the boundary of the region of interest. More precisely, it is because the Hilbert space of gauge invariant states, H ginv , does not admit a tensor product decomposition between the region of interest and its complement.
A definition of the entanglement entropy has been given for a general gauge theory based on an extended Hilbert space (EHS) construction, see [1] [2] [3] [4] . For a non-Abelian theory without matter, on a spatial lattice, this takes the form,
(1.1)
The index i in the sum denotes various sectors which are determined by the value of the normal component of the electric field at all the boundary points. The probability to be in the sector i is given by p i , and d i a , with index a denoting the particular boundary point, is the dimension of the representation specifying the outgoing electric flux at that boundary point in the i th sector. The last term is a weighted sum withρ i being the reduced density matrix in the i th sector and the trace being taken over the Hilbert space H i in this sector. It was argued in [3, 5] that this EHS definition agrees with the replica trick method of calculating the entanglement entropy. 1 In the discussion below, we will sometimes refer to the first two terms in eq.(1.1) as the classical terms and the last term as the quantum term.
For an Abelian theory, the middle term in eq.(1.1), depending on d i a , is absent. The result in the Abelian case agrees with the definition given in [6] . More generally, the authors of [6] argued that the lack of a tensor product decomposition of the Hilbert space was related to the presence 1 More precisely, the agreement is with a suitably defined replica trick path integral.
of a non-trivial centre. While the Hilbert space of gauge invariant states did not admit a tensor product decomposition, it could be written as a sum of tensor product terms,
where each factor H i ⊗ H i is the Hilbert space in a sector corresponding to a particular value for the centre. Different choices for the algebra of gauge invariant operators lead to different choices of centres and to a different value of the entanglement entropy in general. In particular, keeping all gauge invariant operators in the region of interest in the algebra gives rise to the electric centre which is specified by the normal component of the electric field along the boundary. It is this definition which agrees with the EHS definition mentioned above for the Abelian case. Other choices of centres can also be made. In particular, removing all the tangential components of the electric field at the boundary from the algebra gives rise to a magnetic centre (see [6] ). In [7] , (see also [8] ) the EHS definition was compared with a more operational definition based on entanglement distillation and dilution. It was shown that only the last term in eq.(1.1) corresponds to entanglement that could be distilled into or diluted from a set of Bell pairs using gauge invariant operators that act only in the region of interest or its complement. In contrast, the first two terms do not give rise to any extractable entanglement of this type. In fact, the different sectors, specified by the index i, should really be thought of as superselection sectors which cannot be changed by gauge invariant operators acting solely in the region of interest or its complement and, as a result, the probabilities p i and dimensions d i a cannot be changed by these operators. In this paper, we are interested in studying the behaviour of the first two terms in eq.(1.1), which correspond to the non-extractable contributions to the entanglement entropy, in the continuum limit. These terms depend on the distribution p i which determines the probability for being in the various superselection sectors. For the electric centre case, 2 by studying the correlation functions of the electric field on the boundary, we will find, both for the Abelian and non-Abelian cases, that this distribution is typically determined by very high momentum modes localised close to the boundary. As a result, we argue that the contribution from these terms drops out of the mutual information of disjoint regions or the relative entropy between two states which only have finite energy excitations about the vacuum.
The resulting picture then is quite satisfactory. The extractable part, which contributes to distillation or dilution, is also the only part of the entanglement which contributes to the mutual information or the relative entropy.
It should also be noted here that [6] had used an inclusion argument, together with the monotonicity of relative entropy (see [9, 10] for reviews), to argue that the dependence on the choice of centres should drop out in the continuum limit. This ties in nicely with our result above pertaining to the electric centre case which is obtained by keeping all the gauge invariant operators in the region of interest in the algebra. Together, the two results imply that, in the continuum limit, regardless of the choice of centre, the relative entropy and mutual information only get contributions from the entanglement which can be extracted using all gauge invariant operators acting on the region or its complement.
Two additional aspects are also discussed in this paper. We extend the discussion of the probability distribution p i for the electric centre case to general p-form theories. For the usual gauge theory (p = 1) in d + 1 dimensions, the probability distribution is determined by the Laplacian for a scalar that lives on the (d − 1)-dimensional spatial boundary of the region [5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . By considering a planar boundary, we argue that the result for a p-form is determined by the Laplacian operator for a (p − 1)-form living on the (d − 1)-dimensional spatial boundary. This ties in with the earlier analysis in [16, 17] . We also discuss some aspects of electricmagnetic duality which exchanges a p-form theory with a (d − p − 1)-form theory in d + 1 spacetime dimensions. Working on a spatial lattice, we argue that the magnetic centre of the p-form theory maps to the electric centre in the dual theory with the addition of a few more operators in the algebra. In the continuum limit, these extra operators will not make a difference in computing the relative entropy or the mutual information.
This paper is structured as follows. The classical term and, in particular, the probability p i on which it depends are discussed in section 2. Following that, we discuss some aspects of duality in section 3. We end with some conclusions in section 4.
Before proceeding, let us also point out some of the other relevant and growing literature on the subject: .
Classical Term in the Continuum limit

U (1) Abelian Theory
Let us begin by considering a 3 + 1-dimensional free U (1) theory. The entanglement entropy in this theory for a spherical region of radius R was studied in [5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Since the theory is free, the classical term is determined by the two-point function of the normal component of the electric field,
with the two electric fields E r being inserted at two different points on the boundary which is an S 2 of radius R. The classical term is then given by
with being a short distance cut-off. Thus, up to a non-universal area law divergence, G rr determines the classical term. Let us note in passing that the first term on the RHS of eq.(2.2) depends on the measure for the sum over all electric field configurations. Starting from the lattice and passing to the continuum gives a well defined measure as discussed in [5] . Since the two electric fields in G rr , eq.(2.2), are inserted at points on the boundary S 2 , as was mentioned above, it is a function of the angular separation of the two points. In fact, it turns out to be divergent and some care needs to be exercised in regulating this divergence and defining it. After introducing a short distance cut-off ∆ for the radial momentum, (which is the component of the momentum along the direction normal to the boundary S 2 ) the resulting answer was shown to be [5] ,
Here we have carried out a Fourier transform to go from the angular separation variables to the angular momentum variables labelled by integers (l, m), as per standard conventions. Note that the result diverges as ∆ → 0, due to the contribution of modes with very high values of the radial momentum, which dominate the result in this limit. The factor of l(l + 1) means that the Green function is proportional to the two-dimensional Laplacian for a free scalar on the boundary. From G rr , we can calculate the classical piece, eq.(2.2) which turns out to be,
where the ellipsis refers to non-universal finite pieces. The logarithmic term arises from the twodimensional scalar Laplacian mentioned above, while the pre-factor log R 2 /∆ 2 /πR 4 contributes to the non-universal area law divergent piece above.
It is important to emphasise that we have introduced two cut-offs above, ∆ and , and worked in the limit where ∆ goes to zero first. 3 This was true in eq.(2.3), for example, since the angular momentum l along the S 2 was being kept fixed while ∆ → 0. It is in this limit that G rr depends on the two-dimensional Laplacian for a free scalar with a logarithmic dependence on the radial cut-off ∆. The behaviour of modes whose momentum along S 2 is comparable to the radial cutoff is more complicated and less universal. In the discussion below, when we analyse the contribution of the classical term to the mutual information and relative entropy, we will comment on such modes as well and show that their contribution too drops out from these quantities.
Having understood the case of a spherical region, we can now turn to the more general situation. Let us begin by first considering the half space z < 0, with the remaining spatial coordinates, (x, y) taking values in (−∞, ∞). The boundary of this region is the two-plane z = 0. The normal component of the electric field is along the z direction. It is easy to see by standard quantisation of the electromagnetic field that
The two-point function is computed at equal time.) Here,
Setting the two points to be at the boundary, z = 0, we get
We see that the integral on the RHS is logarithmically divergent since k ∼ k z for large k z . Thus, as noted above, the result needs to be regulated by introducing a cut-off for momentum along the z direction, normal to the boundary. One efficient way to do this is to take the two points located at slightly different values in the z direction, with ∆z = ∆, instead of both of them being exactly at the boundary, z = 0. Repeating the calculation above now gives,
We see that the divergence in the integral at large k z is regulated resulting in
Comparing with eq.(2.3), we see that the result above is analogous to what was obtained for the spherical region case. In particular, the result diverges logarithmically as ∆ → 0 and is proportional to k 2 which is the eigenvalue of the two-dimensional scalar Laplacian on the boundary. One difference is that in the spherical case, the logarithmic divergence due to the modes with high value of the normal component of momentum is cut-off by the radius R, whereas in the infinite plane case, where this cut-off is not available, it is cut-off by k .
From this example of the half plane and the spherical region, it is now clear that we expect for the two-point function in any compact region a result analogous to the sphere case, namely going like log(R/∆), with ∆ being the cut-off for the normal component of momentum, and R being an IR scale provided by the size of the region of interest, and also being proportional to the two-dimensional Laplacian along the boundary. Additional arguments in support of this were also given in [5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
We are now ready to consider the mutual information and relative entropy in this theory. Consider the mutual information in the vacuum state first. Suppose there are two compact disjoint spatial regions A, B. The mutual information is given by
where S AB is the entanglement between the region A ∪ B and the rest. We are interested, in particular, in the classical term's contribution to I(A, B). Since the U (1) theory under consideration is free, this is determined by the two-point function, as discussed above, with p(E n ) the probability to be in the sector where the normal component of the electric field takes value E n being given by,
Here N is a normalisation, E n denotes the normal component of the electric field, x, y are two points on the boundary and G nn is the Green function for the normal component E n .
When we are dealing with the two disjoint regions A and B, we have two boundaries which are also disjoint. Thus the two-point function which appears on the RHS is evaluated when the two points x, y are both on the boundary of A or on the boundary of B, or when one point is on the boundary of A and the other on the boundary of B. We saw on general grounds in the previous subsection that when the two points are on the same boundary the two-point function diverges and, after a cut-off is introduced, is proportional to log(R/∆), where R is an IR scale set by the size of the region A or B. There is no such divergence when the two points are located on the two different boundaries of A and B respectively, since in this case the two points cannot come closer to each other. Hence, the two-point function which appears in the exponent in eq.(2.10) will be dominated by the contribution when the two points are on the same boundary; with the contribution from when they are on separate boundaries being suppressed parametrically by a factor of [log(R/∆)] −1 . As a result, the probability, p(E A n , E B n ), for the E n to take the value E A n , E B n , on the two boundaries ∂A, ∂B will simply be the product,
where p(E A n ), for example, is the probability that E n takes value E A n on ∂A regardless of any value E n takes on ∂B. Eq.(2.11) is true up to subleading terms which vanish in the continuum limit when ∆/R → 0. It then follows that the classical term will cancel out and not contribute to the mutual information in the continuum limit.
Similarly, we can consider the relative entropy between two states. Here we will be interested in states which only carry a finite energy above the ground state. Let the corresponding density matrices for some spatial region be ρ 1 and ρ 2 in these two cases; the relative entropy is then given by
It is easy to see that this becomes
are the normalised density matrices in the i th sector in state 1, 2 respectively. We can see, by an argument analogous to the one above for mutual information that the first term above, which is due to the classical contribution to the entanglement, again vanishes in the continuum limit. The argument is as follows. The probability p
1,2 i
is determined by the correlations functions of E n in state 1, 2. The two-point function in the two states to the leading order will be the same, and in turn, equal to that in the vacuum, eq.(2.8), since it is dominated by very high momentum modes whose behaviour will be the same as in the vacuum for states which only carry a finite energy above the vacuum. For a region of size R, this two-point function goes like log(R/∆) and therefore diverges when ∆ → 0. Connected higher point correlations can arise in states which are not the vacuum, but these will be finite and thus, subdominant compared to the two-point function. Therefore, p 
(2.14)
Since p 1 i is normalised so that i p 1 i = 1, we see that the first term will be of order [log(R/∆)]
and will thus vanish. A few comments are worth making before we proceed. We had mentioned above that, in general, the two-point function would depend on the boundary Laplacian. For a spherical region, it was shown in [5] and [16] that the zero mode of the Laplacian needs to be excluded when computing the determinant, due to the Gauss law constraint. More generally, also the zero modes need to be handled with care, but we will not be precise about this here. See [16] for a careful discussion in this regard.
The divergent behaviour of the two point function going like log(R/∆) is true for modes which carry momentum along the boundary that is much smaller that ∆ −1 , (i.e., k ∆ −1 ). We can also consider modes which have k ∼ ∆ −1 . In this case also the two point function is dominated by the contribution when the two points lie on the same boundary. Consider, for example, two regions corresponding to z < 0 and z > L. When the two points are on the two boundaries, z = 0, z = L we get from eq.(2.5) that
Carrying out the integral gives 16) where K 0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. 17) so that the two point function, where the two points lie on the two boundaries for modes with k ∼ ∆ −1 is exponentially suppressed, compared to the case when the two points lie on the same boundary. Thus the contribution of these modes will also drop out in the classical part of the mutual information. Similarly, if we are considering two states whose behaviour at the cut-off scale ∆ is the same as that of the vacuum, then the contribution of modes with k ∼ ∆ −1 will also drop out in the relative entropy of these two states.
Let us also briefly consider the case of the magnetic centre. In this case the different superselection sectors are specified by the normal component of the magnetic field, B, and the probability of being in a superselection sector is specified by the two-point function of the normal component of B. For the planar boundary considered above at z = 0, it is easy to see that the two-point function is given by,
This is the same as the two-point function for the electric field, eq.(2.7).
It is also straightforward to generalise this discussion for a gauge field to other dimensions. In d + 1 dimensions, eq.(2.5) is replaced by
where we are still considering the region z < 0 with a boundary which now has extent in d − 1 spatial dimensions. It then follows that 20) showing that the logarithmic divergence, and boundary Laplacian are universal features in all dimensions d ≥ 2. 4 The logarithmic divergence then implies that our arguments go through for the U (1) theory in any dimensions d ≥ 2. It also follows that the mutual information and relative entropy are independent of the classical term.
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These considerations can be extended to p-forms and their duals in general dimensions easily, as we will discuss later.
Next, let us consider adding charged matter to the system. On the lattice, the charged matter would add degrees of freedom that live on the sites of the spatial lattice in the standard manner. The discussion above can be readily extended to such a case as well. The Gauss law constraint still results in a non-trivial centre, and the full Hilbert space admits a decomposition of the form given in eq.(1.2), where the label i denotes sectors where the centre takes a fixed value. Also, the extended Hilbert space in this case is obtained by taking the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of the gauge degrees of freedom living on the links and the matter degrees of freedom living on the sites. Passing to the continuum in the electric centre case, or equivalently, the extended Hilbert space case, the different sectors are specified by the different values the normal component of the electric field takes on the boundary of the region of interest, and p i [E n ] is a functional of this boundary value. The theory is no longer free and thus, there are higher point correlations of E n , besides the two-point function.
As long as the interactions become weak in the UV, at the scale of the lattice, one would expect that the theory is perturbative at this scale and the divergence seen in the free field case would dominate over the perturbative corrections due to the interactions. Thus the leading correlation would be the two-point function which goes like eq.(2.8) and diverges in the continuum limit. This should be the case for two spatial dimensions, d = 2, since in that case the gauge coupling is superrenormalisable. In d = 3, the gauge coupling grows logarithmically and becomes strong in the UV; it also becomes strong in the UV in d > 3 where the gauge coupling is non-renormalisable. In these cases, therefore, it is not clear what happens in the continuum limit or even whether such a limit exists. One interesting possibility is that the theory flows to a non-trivial fixed point in the UV. In this case, the behaviour of the two-point function of the electric field would be determined by its anomalous dimension at the UV fixed point with the short distance contribution taking the form 21) where δ is the anomalous dimension. If δ > (d + 1)/2, so that the anomalous dimensions exceeds the engineering dimension, then the correlations will be even more strongly dominated by the short distance modes and one expects the arguments for the independence of the mutual information and relative entropy from the classical term to apply. For δ < (d + 1)/2, the situation is less clear. If the correlations of E n are finite and non-divergent, then it could be that the classical piece continues to contribute in the continuum limit to the mutual information and the relative entropy. Let us end this subsection with one comment. Suppose that the theory is strongly coupled in the UV and flows to a weakly coupled one, which is close to the free non-interacting theory, in the IR at an energy scale of order E ∼ Λ. In such cases, one would still expect that the contribution to the classical term from modes with energies E ≤ Λ is approximately governed by the two-point function discussed above and thus, the contribution of these modes should drop out in the mutual information or the relative entropy. It will be worth trying to make this intuitive argument more precise [43] .
Non-Abelian Theory
Let us now turn to the non-Abelian case. In this case, in the continuum, the different sectors in the electric centre or the EHS definition are specified by the value of Tr E 2 n and other Casimirs (i.e., appropriate local gauge invariant operators) on the boundary, where E n is the normal component of the electric field. The probability to be in a particular sector is a functional of Tr E 
where we have separated the two points in the z direction by a value ∆z = ∆. We see that now the integral overk , the momentum along the boundary, is also divergent, since E 2 z is a more singular operator that E z . Introducing a cut-off along the boundary directions and not distinguishing it from ∆, the cut-off along the normal direction, we get 23) up to logarithmic corrections, which we have not kept carefully. This is much more singular than the two-point function of E z in the Abelian case. It is also easy to calculate the higher point correlators for E 2 z in the free case. The contributions to the n-point function can be classified in terms of the number of disconnected components. The dominant contribution comes from the maximally disconnected component going like the product for n even) , which diverges as ∆ −2(n+1) . In contrast, the fully connected contribution, for example, goes like ∆ −6 , as before, and is therefore subdominant. As a result, the two-point function dominates the correlation functions and hence the probability distribution and therefore the classical term is determined by the two-point function eq.(2.23), which is dominated by the UV modes at the cut-off. As for the higher-order Casimirs, the two-point function is even more singular and therefore dominates even more strongly.
On turning on the gauge coupling, these correlations will change. However, Yang-Mills theory is known to be asymptotically free in 3+1 dimensions and super-renormalisable in 2+1 dimensions. Therefore, in these cases, we expect the behaviour at the scale of the lattice to continue to be that of the free theory to good approximation, and the two-point and higher point correlations to diverge, as described above. These divergences of course occur because points on the boundary can come close together. When we consider two disconnected boundaries, this means that the correlations will be dominated by their value when the points lie on the same boundary. As a result, in the continuum limit, the joint probability should satisfy the condition 24) analogous to eq.(2.11) in the Abelian case, and the contribution of the classical piece to the mutual information should therefore vanish. Note that this conclusion is equally true in the electric centre definition, where the classical piece is given by the first term on the RHS of eq.(1.1), and in the EHS definition, where it is given by the sum of the first two terms on the RHS of eq.(1.1). Both these terms will vanish if eq.(2.24) is true. Similarly, one can argue that the relative entropy for states which only differ from the vacuum with finite energy excitations, will also not receive a contribution from the classical piece. In higher dimension d > 3, the theory is non-renormalisable and the situation is more interesting. A continuum limit might exist with the theory flowing to a non-trivial fixed point in the UV, and as in the discussion above for the Abelian case, the anomalous dimension for Tr E 2 would then determine the short distance nature of the two-point and higher point correlators. Similarly, adding matter can change the behaviour of the theory. An important example of this type is if the resulting theory becomes conformally invariant. Once again, the anomalous dimensions for Tr E 2 plays an important role in determining the nature of the short distance correlators. If the correlators are smooth at short distances, and do not diverge as ∆ → 0, then the classical piece could potentially contribute to both the mutual information and the relative entropy.
p-Form Abelian Gauge Theory
Our discussion of the Abelian U (1) gauge theory can be easily generalised to the case of a general p-form Abelian theory in d + 1 dimensions.
The action is given by
where 26) and the square brackets indicate complete anti-symmetrisation. The EHS is obtained by working in the gauge
The resulting constraints, analogous to the Gauss law, is
The different superselection sectors, for the electric centre choice are therefore specified by the value for the normal component of the electric field, H 0nµ1···µp ≡ H 0iµ1···µp n i . The resulting classical term is then determined by the two-point function of the normal component. For a planar boundary, which we continue to denote as z = 0 we get
is the delta function transverse to the spatial momentum along the boundary, k , and the square brackets in the product of the delta functions indicates complete anti-symmetrisation with respect to the second indices j 1 , j 2 , · · · j p−1 .
We see that the two-point function, in general, involves the Laplacian for a (p − 1)-form living on the boundary which is (d − 1)-dimensional. The contribution is once again dominated by short distance modes and logarithmically dependent on the cut-off ∆. As a result, we see that the contribution of the classical piece drops out of the mutual information or relative entropy.
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Let us also note that when we work with a region which is not the half space (z < 0 above) and the boundary is no longer planar the logarithmic divergence will be cut off by the size of the region of interest. Also, we need to be more careful about zero modes in general.
Entanglement and Dualities
In this section, we study some aspects of the duality which relates a theory with a p-form gauge potential in d+1 dimensions to its dual which has a (d−p−1)-form potential. This is a generalisation of electric-magnetic duality in 3 + 1 dimension for a gauge field, and is also closely related to the Kramers-Wannier duality on the lattice. Our interest will be to study how the different choices for the centre of the algebra of observables transform under this duality and the accompanying changes in the entanglement entropy and related quantities. In particular, we will consider two choices of centres for the p-form theory, called the electric and magnetic centres and study how they map under duality. We will find that the magnetic centre choice for a region R in the p-form case maps to an algebra of observables in the dual theory which is closely related but not identical to the electric centre of the dual (d − p − 1)-form theory in a suitable regionR of the dual lattice. In the continuum limit, these differences become unimportant for ultraviolet insensitive quantities, like the relative entropy and mutual information, as was mentioned above, see also [6] , and the two dual theories therefore agree.
We will work on a spatial lattice in the Hamiltonian formulation [44] . This is related to the choice of gauge eq.(2.27) in the continuum. Physical states satisfy the analogue of the Gauss law constraints eq.(2.28) on the lattice. We start with considering a U (1) gauge field in various dimensions and then extend the discussion to general p-forms.
We should note here that the idea of carefully dualising algebras under Kramers-Wannier duality has appeared before in the literature [21, 27, 45, 46 ], but we apply it for a somewhat different purpose. Specifically, our purpose is to understand what calculation in the dual theory corresponds to the EHS calculation in the original theory. In particular, our work sheds some light on the calculation of [16] , in which the authors calculated using the replica trick the difference between EHS calculations in the two dual theories. The "entanglement anomaly" of [16] is roughly ∆S DMW = S electric centre − S dual electric centre = S electric centre − S magnetic centre , (3.1)
i.e., the difference between the electric centre and magnetic centre calculations on the same side of the duality. For a more precise statement, see below. 
Gauge Field in 2 + 1 dimensions
For simplicity, we start with the case of the U (1) gauge theory in 2 + 1 dimensions. We take the spatial lattice to be square. The degrees of freedom are link variables θ l valued in U (1). The gauge invariant observables are electric operators, E l , which are conjugate to the link variables and Wilson loop operators, which are defined for a plaquette and given by exp(i l θ l ), where the sum is over oriented links along the boundary of the plaquette. We will be interested in the entanglement of a rectangular region R shown in Fig 1. The electric centre arises when we keep all gauge invariant operators in R in the algebra and corresponds to specifying the normal component of the electric field for each boundary point. For the four atypical boundary points where more than one boundary edge meet, the sum of the electric fields along the two boundary edges meeting at the point lie in the centre. By Gauss' law, this is equivalent to specifying the centre element by the value of the sum of the electric fields along the outward directed links emanating from the boundary point. The magnetic centre is obtained after one deletes all the electric link operators for the boundary links from the algebra. It is easy to easy that the resulting algebra now has only one operator in the resulting magnetic centre which corresponds to the Wilson loop along the boundary of the region.
The dual lattice is obtained by replacing each link of the original lattice with a dual link, in the standard fashion as shown in Fig 1. This exchanges points of the original lattice with an elementary plaquette in the dual which surrounds the point and vice-versa. The dual theory lives on the dual lattice and is that of a free scalar. The gauge invariant operators discussed above map as follows. The Wilson loop along an elementary plaquette surrounding the point i in the dual is
where π(i) is the operator which is the conjugate momentum for the scalar operator located at vertex i, φ(i). The electric field along link l is
where φ(i) denotes the value of the scalar at site i and φ(i + 1) at the site i + 1 which is displaced by one lattice unit orthogonal to the direction of the link l. See Fig.1 . The algebra of observables for the region of interest in the scalar case includes all operators φ(i), π(i) with i ∈R whereR is the dual region shown in Fig 1. It is easy to see that this maps to the magnetic centre for the gauge theory with one small difference. The operator i φ(i), with the sum being over all points inR, is absent in the gauge theory case. Its absence gives rise to a non-trivial centre which, as per the discussion above for the magnetic centre, is given by the Wilson loop which measures the total magnetic flux threading R. This operator is dual to i∈R π(i). Once the operator i∈R φ(i) is also present in the algebra, the centre becomes trivial.
Despite this difference, the entanglement of ground state is the same in the two algebras, as long as the theory is on a finite lattice. The reason is that the scalar theory has a global shift symmetry
generated by the total conjugate momentum
On a finite lattice, this symmetry is not spontaneously broken, and the ground state is an eigenstate of Π T with zero total momentum. Since we can write Π T as a sum of total inside and outside conjugate momenta,
the reduced density matrix must commute with Π T in and therefore must be block-diagonal in any eigenbasis of Π T in . Because of this, the reduced density matrix does not change when the operator i∈R φ(i), which is conjugate to Π T in , is deleted from the algebra. This means that the reduced density matrix, and therefore the entanglement spectrum, is the same as that of the magnetic centre algebra which is the algebra of the region without the operator i∈R φ(i) whose removal makes no difference.
Let us end with a few comments. First, the argument above showing that the density matrices of the two algebras which differ by the inclusion of the operator i∈R φ(i) are the same will be true in any eigenstate of the total momentum, Π T . In contrast, the argument will not apply for an infinite lattice since the global shift symmetry is spontaneously broken in this case and the ground state is no longer an eigenstate of Π T . Second, it was found in [16] that, for theories on compact manifolds, the EHS entanglement for the gauge theory agrees with the scalar entanglement (with a suitable identification of the UV regulator). The EHS entanglement includes a non-extractable piece which scales like the boundary area and diverges in the continuum limit. In contrast, for the scalar, the full result for the entanglement is, of course, extractable. As a result, the extractable entanglement in the two cases will not agree. Let us emphasise that this is not a contradiction since we are comparing two different algebras and the operations which can be carried out during quantum distillation or dilution depend on the operators at one's disposal. It is nonetheless interesting that the full entanglement does agree in the two cases. We also note that the scalar case and the magnetic centre only differ by one operator, as noted above, and this difference is not expected to give rise to a differing area law contribution for the magnetic centre and scalar cases.
Also, we have not been careful about the distinction between the compact and non-compact U (1) theories above. It is well known that the compact U (1) theory maps to a compact boson (see, for example, [47] for a careful discussion). The momenta π(i) are well defined operators in the compact case, but instead of the field φ(i) we can work with the phase e iφ which is well defined (for φ having periodicity 2π). The duality map can then be easily worked out and the discussion above can be extended in a precise manner for the compact case as well.
Gauge Field in 3 + 1 dimensions
Let us next consider a U (1) gauge theory in 3 + 1 dimensions. Its dual is also a U (1) gauge theory. Under duality, the electric and magnetic fields are exchanged with each other,
The Gauss law and the Bianchi identity are exchanged under this map. On the lattice, the magnetic field actually refers to the value of the Wilson loop around an elementary plaquette, and the electric field to the corresponding electric operator on a link. Under duality, links are exchanged with plaquettes on the dual lattice and this exchanges the electric link and Wilson loop operators, in a lattice version of eq.(3.7). The electric field operators and the Wilson loop operators constitute a complete set of gauge invariant observables. In our subsequent discussion, we will sometimes be a little loose and refer to the electric link operators and Wilson loop operators on the lattice as electric and magnetic fields. The electric centre is obtained when we keep all the gauge invariant operators in the region of interest in the algebra. Due to the Gauss law constraint, the centre elements can be thought of as corresponding to the normal component of the electric field on the boundary.
The magnetic centre is obtained, as in the 2 + 1-dimensional case, by removing all electric link operators on the boundary from the algebra. The resulting algebra then has as its centre the Wilson loop operators along all the plaquettes that lie on the boundary faces. Under duality, these are exchanged with electric link operators. For the region R of interest in the original theory, we can define a dual core regionR obtained by displacing all boundary lattice points half a lattice unit inwards along the normal. The electric link operators dual to the Wilson loops in the magnetic centre of the original theory lie along links which go from the boundary points ofR outwards along the normal direction. In Fig 2, we show one boundary face and the plaquette operators in the original lattice which are in the magnetic centre and lie on this face along with their dual electric link operators.
The dual description of the magnetic centre case can therefore be thought of as follows. We augment the set of all gauge invariant operators in the regionR with the additional electric link operators along links which extend from boundary points outward along the normal. This extended algebra then has the additional electric operators as its centre. For a typical boundary point of R, where no boundary faces meet, this additional electric operator is related to the other electric link operators emanating from the boundary point, which are already present in the algebra, by the Gauss law constraint. Therefore, the addition of this operator to the algebra actually does not change it. However, for boundary points where more than one face meet the additional electric link operators added in this way do enlarge the algebra, since Gauss' law only relates the sum of these outgoing electric link operators to the electric link operators already present inR.
In this way, we see that the magnetic centre case in the original theory is related to the electric centre case in the dual theory by the addition of some additional electric link operators, which in the continuum limit we expect to be the same as the electric centre case. Conversely, the electric centre case of the original theory, with the addition of some extra electric link operators at boundary points where more than one face meet, maps to the magnetic centre case of the dual theory.
We end with the following comment. In the continuum limit, an alternative is to just choose a different latticisation where the boundary does not have 'corners;' for example, if the boundary is a sphere, we can choose the links in the lattice to consist of radial lines and, at a particular radius, latitudes and longitudes of the sphere. While this lattice is extremely odd at the origin, the main point is that in this lattice the electric centre exactly dualises to the magnetic centre, thereby tying in with the expectation that the additional operators discussed above will not make a significant difference in the continuum limit.
p-Form Theory in d + 1 Dimensions
It is now easy to generalise the discussion for the general case of a p-form gauge potential in d + 1 dimensions. This is dual to a (d − p − 1)-form potential theory. We denote the components of the potential by B µ1µ2···µp and the field strength by H µ1µ2···µp+1 and those of the dual potential and dual field strength byB µ1µ2···µ d−p−1 andH µ1µ2···µ d−p respectively. On the spatial lattice, the gauge invariant observables are the electric fields H 0i1i2···ip which are defined on a p-dimensional hypercube, and the magnetic fields are given by the oriented sum of H i1i2···ip+1 along all the faces of a (p + 1)-dimensional hypercube. The Gauss law constraint in the lattice takes the following form: Consider all p-dimensional hypercubes which share a vertex. Then the sum of all electric fields which share p − 1 directions in common on these hypercubes must vanish. The Bianchi identity is given as follows. Consider a (p+2)-dimensional hypercube which has (p+1)-dimensional hypercubes as its faces. Then the oriented sum of the magnetic fields along all these faces vanishes. The Gauss law constraint and the Bianchi identity are exchanged under duality.
For a region R which is now a d-dimensional hypercube, the boundary faces are (d − 1)-dimensional. The outward normal component of the electric field at a boundary point corresponds to hypercubes which have one link extending from the boundary point along the outward normal and the remaining p − 1 links along the d − 1 directions tangent to the boundary. The electric centre case arises when all gauge invariant operators present in R are included in the algebra. Using Gauss' law, the centre can then be thought of as the outward normal component of the electric field at all boundary points. The magnetic centre is obtained by removing all electric operators which take values on hypercubes that lie along the boundary. It consists of all the magnetic field operators which take values on (p + 1)-dimensional hypercubes lying on the boundary.
Consider now the magnetic centre in the dual theory. The dual core regionR is as above given by the region in the dual lattice obtained by going half a lattice unit inwards from the boundary of R along the normal. The magnetic centre operators of the p-form theory map to outward normal components of the electric field at the boundary points ofR in the dual theory. Under the duality map, these operators are added to all the gauge invariant operators inR to give the full algebra. Using Gauss' law, as in the case of the U (1) theory in 3 + 1 dimensions above, the additional operators actually only arise from boundary points ofR where more than one faces meet.
The one exception which needs to be handled separately is the case of a (d − 1)-form gauge potential in d + 1 dimensions. This is analogous to case of a gauge theory in 2 + 1 dimensions, discussed above. Here the dual theory is that of a scalar, and the magnetic centre case of the original theory maps to the situation where all operators in the scalar theory lying in the dual core region are included in the algebra, with the exception of i∈R φ(i). The centre has one element which in the total magnetic flux in R or in dual description the total momentum inR, i∈R π(i). Including the operator i∈R φ(i) gives rise to a trivial centre. Using an argument analogous to that in §3.1, it follows that the addition of this operator does not change the density matrix and the entanglement entropy for a state which has a fixed value of the total momentum, i∈L π(i).
Conclusions
In this paper, we have analysed some aspects pertaining to the entanglement entropy for gauge theories. We argued that for the extended Hilbert space definition, or equivalently the electric centre case, with entanglement entropy given in eq.(1.1), the probability to be in the different superselection sectors, p i , is determined by the two-point function of the normal component of the electric field along the boundary -more specifically, eq.(2.8) in the Abelian and eq.(2.23) in the non-Abelian cases. We find that the two point function is dominated by modes which carry high momenta in the direction normal to the boundary. These modes give rise to a UV divergent contribution to the two point function. As a result, in the continuum limit, the contribution from the first two terms in eq.(1.1) will drop out from the mutual information of two disjoint regions and the relative entropy between two states which have only finite energy excitations about the vacuum.
It is worth noting that our conclusions also apply to theories with matter. Strictly speaking, we assume that the theories are weakly coupled at short distances. In the non-Abelian case this would be true for asymptotically free theories. Our conclusions could be altered if the UV behaviour is different, from example if the behaviour is governed by a fixed point which changes the anomalous dimensions of the electric field operators sufficiently from the free field case. We also note that in the Abelian case, the high momentum modes give rise to a logarithmic divergence in the twopoint function of the normal component of the electric field, this divergence is universally present irrespective of dimension.
7 .
Let us also mention that the behaviour of 2 + 1-dimensional Maxwell theory has been studied numerically, [21] . It was found that the the dependence on the centre does indeed drop out in the continuum limit. It was also argued quite generally using the expectation that the relative entropy and mutual information for "thin regions" should vanish in the continuum limit that the contribution of the classical term to the relative entropy or the mutual information would drop out in this limit [6] . Some evidence for this was also obtained numerically, [21] . Our analysis confirms these expectations.
In the more general case of an Abelian p-form gauge potential theory in d + 1 spacetime dimensions, we find that the corresponding probability distribution is determined by the Laplacian for a (p − 1)-form living on the (d − 1)-dimensional spatial boundary of the region of interest. The high momentum modes dominate the behaviour of the relevant two-point function in this more general case as well and give rise to a similar logarithmic divergence in the two-point function. As a result, the classical term in the entanglement, − i p i log p i , drops out in the continuum limit from the mutual information and the relative entropy which only receive a contribution from the quantum piece in the entanglement entropy. We have not been very careful about studying the zero modes of the (p − 1)-form theory, see [16] for an important discussion in this regard.
Finally, we have also briefly studied some aspects of electric-magnetic duality on the lattice. We find that the magnetic centre for a p-form in d + 1 dimensions maps to the electric centre case for the dual (d − p − 1)-form, with the addition of a few more operators to the algebra. In the continuum limit, these extra operators will not make a difference while computing the mutual information or the relative entropy and the electric and magnetic theories will therefore agree in the results we obtain for these quantities.
It will be worth extending our discussion for gravity in the linearised limit. For some existing discussion, see [48] [49] [50] [51] . The classical term can be thought of as arising due to gauge transformations with support on the boundary of the region of interest. Elucidating the nature of these boundary degrees of freedom in the gravity case in more detail, and the resulting classical term, both for a planar boundary with a Rindler horizon, and at asymptotic null infinity would be quite interesting. It would also be interesting to explore how these considerations might be related to proposals for soft hair on a black hole horizon, [52] [53] [54] .
